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ought not to have been there. Thus began the separation
between science and tradition which is a feature of our
civilization.
And it is a unique feature. In most ages and most
countries there could be no conflict between science and
tradition because there was no science. In the old civilizations
all discoveries and inventions were incorporated in the tra-
dition. If the steam-engine had been invented in Ancient
Babylon* one of two things would have happened: either it
would have been forgotten, as it was when invented by
Heron of Alexandria^ because there were technical or other
obstacles to its use3 or it would have been employed to work
pumps. In the latter case there would have been instituted
an annual steam-engine festival^ and a chapter would have
been added to the scriptures describing how the construction
and use of the machine had been taught to man by the gods*
Such procedure was impossible in modem Europe^ and the
telescope^ steam-engine^ and so on were developed as purely
secular devices. It is this fact which has brought about the
rapid expansion of modern science, an expansion which has
lately become rapid enough to frighten scientists themselves*
To sum up—we see then that our Western dviMzatioa is
not a product of evolution or any other natural process,
but the result of a series of historical coincidences^ and in
particular the spread of new knowledge at a time of unpre-
cedented religious reaction.  Before the sixteenth century
there was no science, and a sEghtly altered set of drcem-
stances might have prevented its rise, and caused
in Western Europe to follow the same course as it did in
India and China* that is to says to reach acertain
in literature* the arts and the crafts* and
In feet, however* a unique civilization arose in
Europe, one which by means of steamy dfeetacity*
ics, high explosives, and many other	inven-
tions has transformed human life        the

